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“Artificial Intelligence”

ar·ti·fi·cial in·tel·li·gence / ärdəˈfiSHəl inˈteləjəns/
artificial intelligence; noun
1: a branch of computer science dealing with the simulation of
intelligent behavior in computers
2: the capability of a machine to imitate intelligent human behavior
Artificial Intelligence - AI Definition | Investopedia
AI is a term for simulated intelligence in machines. These machines are
programmed to "think" like a human and mimic the way a person acts.

Artificial intelligence (AI), sometimes called machine intelligence, is intelligence demonstrated
by machines, in contrast to the natural intelligence displayed by humans and other animals.
In computer science AI research is defined as the study of "intelligent agents": any device that perceives
its environment and takes actions that maximize its chance of successfully achieving its goals.
Artificial intelligence was founded as an academic discipline and over the years since has experienced
several waves of optimism, followed by disappointment and the loss of funding (known as "AI winter").
The field was founded on the claim that human intelligence "can be so precisely described that a
machine can be made to simulate it"

AI playing an increasing role in Business
Zuckerberg said his company plans to
spend billions of dollars on artificial
intelligence and hiring 20,000 people to
help root out content like hate speech and
foreign inference in elections.— Time,
< 4%Mark
of Zuckerberg
online content
"Facebook's
Talks Trust connects
and the Future of the News Industry," 3
May 2018

“AI”

“At Amazon, we’ve been investing deeply in artificial intelligence
for over 20 years. Machine learning (ML) algorithms drive many
of our internal With
systems. It's also core to the capabilities our
customers experience – from the path optimization in our
fulfillment centers, and Amazon.com’s recommendations
engine, to Echo poweredIndustry”
by Alexa, our drone initiative Prime
“Pharmaceutical
Air, and our new retail experience Amazon Go. This is just the
beginning. Our mission is to share our learnings and ML
capabilities as fully managed services, and put them into the
hands of every developer and data scientist.”
Amazon.com
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Pharma seems ready for Artificial Intelligence….
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What is “AI” and why talk about it now?
THINK/LEARN

Artificial Intelligence (AI) started as
a vision in the 1950’s that
machines can attain
human-level intelligence

READ
HEAR
Human
Intelligence

FEEL/MOVE

SEE
Scale-up easy
Scale-up
difficult
AI: not
magic
that will happen
if we wait
• Requires (lots of) Quality Data
• That match the Specific Question that we are trying to address
Recent rapid
increases in data
• Not all areas will be served equally (initially)

How can AI help improve
R&D productivity?

quantity & quality
have enabled
breakthrough
applications,
accelerating
investment in AI
research in turn.

• Advanced automation
(e.g., Safety report
cases, pathology)
• In silico drug design?
• Target/biomarker ID?
Source: https://blogs.nvidia.com/blog/2016/07/29/whatsdifference-artificial-intelligence-machine-learning-deeplearning-ai/

Courtesy of Daniel Ziemek, Pfizer

AI methods excel at pattern recognition in large complex data:
images, videos, natural language now established examples
Breakthrough image search
(~ in 2012) powered by
1.2 million images in 1,000
categories.
Learning new, related
categories requires less data.

Opportunity for image
classification in drug discovery?
Histopathology
Images

X-ray images
Videos

Colonoscopy
Voice

Natural
Language
Courtesy of Daniel Ziemek, Pfizer

Other data types relevant to biopharma R&D potentially
reaching critical mass
Chemical
Structures

Electronic Medical
Records (EMRs)

Human
Transcriptomics

Millions of data
points from
internal screens.

> 100 million data points
in general and diseasespecific databases.

> 100,000 human
expression datasets in
public repositories.

• High relevance to drug discovery.
• Limited “off-the-shelf” solutions exist.
• Substantial methodological work required.
• Active research ongoing in each case.

Courtesy of Daniel Ziemek, Pfizer

Feasibility: There is no free lunch
ILLUSTRATIVE
Single cell omics
Transcriptomics
Genetics

Research challenge
Target/biomarker
discovery
Drug design

EMR / EHR
Chemical structures

Process efficiency

Free text
Videos

Solved

Voice
Images
Low-dimensional readout
(e.g., lab measurements)
Few data points
(n < 100)

Lots of data points
(n > 10,000)

Caveats: depends on concisely posed problem and size of signal to be detected.
Pfizer Confidential │ 10

How can AI help improve R&D productivity?

Target/
biomarker
discovery

Novel targets / biomarkers
from complex, integrated data
that are difficult to model with
traditional statistical methods

Novel
targets /
biomarkers
AI model
Eric Topol (2014), Cell 157, 241-253

NLP Literature Data

NLP Literature Knowledge

Expertise

Integration of
Data

Drug
design

Augmentation across MedSci
cycle with improved in silico
predictions and integration of
internal & external knowledge

Molecular Design Engine
Predict Activity,
Properties & ADME/T

Design

Virtual Screening to Identify
Hits (e.g. Atomwise)

Hits
Hypothesis

Synthesis

Predict Synthetic
Route & Reaction
Predict Reaction Route &
Material Properties

Assays

Process
efficiency

Integration of
Knowledge

Candidate

Automated analysis of data
types for which automation
was difficult previously
Free text

Images

Process
efficiency
AND
better drug
candidates

AI algorithm

Substantial
process
efficiency
gains
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Efficiency & Automation in Safety & Regulatory
Best-In-Class Through Operational Excellence
Rapidly increasing volumes…

Relative Change

2.0
1.5

Submissions
Core Labels
ROW Labels
Artwork

Safety Reports
Budget
Headcount

2-3x
Lower costs on key documents
relative to peers*

1.0

65%

0.5
0.0
2013

…absorbed through industry leading
efficiency

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

More cases per FTE
relative to peers*

Projected

Large increase in volume is driving the need for investment and/or automation e.g.
to reliably identify and process low risk AE reports
Benchmarking sources: Navitas Benchmarking Study, 2017, other sources incl. internal analyses
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From Manual Process …

Courtesy of Patrick Caubel, Pfizer

… to Automated Case Processing
• Case Process Automation has been in use within the insurance and
banking industries for a decade
• No providers within the pharmaceutical space
• No experience or established automation for PV
• Highly regulated space
– Expect significant skepticism from Health Authorities
– FDA are exploring automation as well
– Requires gradual, risk-based introduction

Courtesy of Patrick Caubel, Pfizer

Target & Biomarker Discovery
Accelerating Precision Medicine for Chronic Disease
Precision medicine is a reality in oncology – continuous and
pervasive phenotyping will be key to deliver for chronic diseases
Clinical Outcomes

Pervasive and continuous profiling

+
Eric Topol (2014), Cell 157, 241-253

Diagnosis of Disease and Continuous Monitoring of Phenotype
enabled by Digital Precision Medicine

Pfizer Innovation Research
Lab
• Experimentation with
sensors in clinical trials
• On site Phase 0 Unit at
Pfizer Cambridge, MA
• Machine Learning,
Predictive Modelling
• Digital biomarkers &
Clinical Endpoints

Mining longitudinal EHRs to identify patient subtypes for clinical
trial profile and human confidence in rationale
Proof of concept: Deep learning identifes Heart Failure “clusters”
Longitudinal patient data

HF Clusters with different biomarker profiles

Probability profiles of clinical observations

Heart Failure Clusters by Age

Advanced analytics

Opportunity: Application of deep learning to longitudinal “phenotypes” from >20years of medical
information to identify clinical profiles of patient subtypes – such as rapid disease progression and risk
of comorbid diseases.

World class biobanks and EHRs linking
phenotype and genetics are key
Type 2 Diabetes
> 10 000 individuals

Cardiovascular events
stroke, CHD
25 000 individuals

Cardiovascular risk factor data

High Blood pressure
Severe mental health:
-

schizophrenia, depression

-

> 5000 individuals
Migraine
15 000 individuals

Life course events

100 000 individuals

REGISTROMICS
Social security number
National Biobank - Finland
201 858 individuals

130k population/70k disease
Extensive GWAS/WES

Old age dementia,

Cancer

~ 5000 individuals

> 10 000 cases

Cause of death data
Prescription medication data
18 000 statin users
20 000 estrogen substitution

Life style and socio-economic data
- education, economic state, smoking

Courtesy of Aarno Palotie, Finnish Inst of Mol. Medicine

AI needs access to integrated data sets that span the requisite
query space: Enter the Scientific Data Cloud

GxP compliant
storage & analytics system for
heterogeneous data types
that leverages
Big Data and Cloud Computing technologies
1

2

Data Integrity

3

Speed

New Insights

Courtesy of Sandy Farmer, Pfizer

Growing the Collaboration Ecosystem for Big Data Research
The future for Pharmaceutical R&D lies in human
biology insights from patients and patient data

Patient Engagement

By Society and
HC Communities

Bringing Patients into the Research Process

Patient Empowerment
Patients Making Research Happen

By Patients and
HC Communities

Patients + Scientists + Technology 
Accelerated Translational Research

Courtesy of Sandy Farmer, Pfizer

Building a Global Patient / Data / Research Ecosystem

Multi-Country / Country /
Regional / Local
Managing Data Privacy, Legal & Ethical Concerns

Patient Review / Access

Sandbox Commons

3rd Parties

Sandbox Commons

Cloud Aggregation Layer

HC / Data Services

Discrete HC data hosting instances

HC / Data Services

Patients / Biobanks

Shifting control of
data to patients

Multi-Country / Country /
Regional / Local

CLOUD Collaboration
Agile, Scalable, Reusable

Courtesy of Sandy Farmer, Pfizer

Is Pharma ready for Artificial Intelligence?
…Yes, but….
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